ATTENDEES
Aix-Marseille University, APHM, Marseille
Cagliari University
DKFZ Institute, Heidelberg
Istituto Giannina Gaslini
La Sapienza University, Rome
Microcitemico Children's Hospital
Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù, Rome

LOCATION
Cagliari, Cittadella dei Musei, Aula Coroneo

HOTELS
Regina Margherita
Due colonne

RESTAURANT
Flora

CATERING
Andycoc

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Patrizia Zavattari
Manuela Badiali

SPONSORED BY
Cagliari University
THURSDAY, 13 September 2018

• **14.00** Arrival of participants and check-in the hotel
• **15.00** Welcome and introduction

  **15.15** The senescence-associated secretory phenotype mediates oncogene-induced senescence in pediatric pilocytic astrocytoma. Juliane Buhl (Heidelberg, Germany)

  **15.45** Development of a novel assay suitable for pre-clinical testing of MAPK inhibitors in low-grade glioma. Till Milde (Heidelberg, Germany)

  **16.15** Deciphering the role of the tumor microenvironment in pediatric low-grade gliomas. Alexander Sommerkamp (Heidelberg, Germany)

  **16.45** Coffee break

  **17.15** TOX2 gene expression in supratentorial vs infratentorial pilocytic astrocytomas. Eleonora Loi (Cagliari, Italy)

  **17.45** Methylation pattern of clustered protocadherins in low-grade gliomas. Ana Florencia Vega Benedetti (Cagliari, Italy)

• **18.15** Old Cagliari Panoramic tour
• **20.00** Dinner at Flora restaurant

FRIDAY, 14 September 2018

• **09.00** Multiplex droplet digital PCR for glial and glioneuronal tumor diagnosis. Dominique Figarella-Branger, Frédéric Fina, Carole Colin (Marseille, France)

• **09.30** Molecular imaging supporting diagnosis and prognosis of pediatric infiltrative gliomas. Samantha Mascelli (Genova, Italy)

• **10.00** Coffee break

• **10.30** Distinctive microRNA patterns associated with disease status in pLGGs. Giuseppina Catanzaro (Rome, Italy)

• **11.00** Feasibility of Everolimus treatment for non-TSC, BRAF-WT pLGG patients: a single center experience. Evelina Miele (Rome, Italy)

• **11.30** Clemente Susini’s wax anatomical models, University of Cagliari

• **13.00** Buffet lunch
Train
The airport is easily accessible by train from Cagliari and all major Sardinian cities thanks to the ‘Elmas Aeroporto’ railway station. The rail service starts at about 5AM and ends after 9PM with **20 mins. average frequency**. The journey to and from downtown takes **5-7 mins**, single fare is **1.30 euro**.

Tickets are sold by **Trenitalia** at the vending machines (located both in the Arrivals area of the airterminal and inside the train station), online and by official ticket counters and authorized dealers.

The airport train station is just a 5 minutes’ walk from the air terminal.

1. Piazza Matteotti
   City center arrival
2. Hotel: Due colonne
3. Hotel: Regina Margherita
4. Workshop location: Cittadella dei Musei, Aula Coroneo
5. Dinner restaurant